This 
INTRODUCTION
The process of loading mortgages registered by the Land Deed Official (PPAT), in which the credit guarantee on a land title certificates have become certified dispute. There was a dispute over the land because of a problem regarding the land due to the previous transition that occurred. In this case the dispute arises from a grant from a parent to a child who should have inherited a share of common property or an inherent heir or an inherent beneficiary in the transfer of his / her right, as occurred in the Decision of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Indonesia Number 390K / Pdt / 2016 who is also a Land Deed Officer makes a grant deed for grant transfers from parents to biological children.
The transition grant will be transferred to one of his children is a matter which, if desired by the grantor, grants can be obtained for not deleting essential part of the other heirs. The grant is a lawful act or the wish of the heir before he dies. The cause of the dispute is also caused by the lack of openness in the family and other parties that should be included in the distribution of inheritance to be discussed in kinship. In the distribution of inheritance whose rights in the land become lost when the grant is made secretly. While the status of the land that became disputes has been guaranteed to the creditors where in such cases have experienced bad credit so that the land will be sold through the auction system in accordance with the credit agreement which made at the began of the agreement.
A grant is a gift made by a person to another party committed while still alive and the execution of the division is usually done at the time the grant is still alive. Usually the gifts will never be denounced by relatives who do not accept the gift, because basically a person who owns the property is entitled and free to give his property to anyone. According to the provisions of Article 1666 of the Civil Code Act with the meaning a grant is an agreement by which the beneficiary, in his or her life, free of charge and irrevocably, deposits something for the intended beneficiary to receive the surrender. 
METHOD
This study is a normative research (normative legal research) that is a study conducted by reviewing the rules of law applicable or set against a particular problem. This research uses approach of statue approach, research approach through concept, principle, doctrine, conceptual approach and case approach. [ by the creditor to the debtor and other parties involved in the guarantee land, the other credit rescue action taken by the creditor that is the acquisition of the asset from the debtor or the collateral pledged in, but its fails as a result of a decision by the District Court that declare to issue the disputed object from the debtor's guarantees. Due to the length of the debtor in returning the credit, so to return the State's money quickly, the creditor can be held an auction system.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Description of the Case Position In the Decision of the
CONCLUSION
After all the description have been discussed above, the researcher can be concluded that This is due to the Law on Banking and the Act on Mortgage Rights which specifically regulates the rights of creditors if the defaulted debtor is unable to protect the interest of the creditor. Therefore according to the author, used Article 1131 and 1132 on general guarantee, where the creditors here still get legal protection to get the credit repayment from the debtor.
So that it is not centered on the disputed object used to settle debtor debts, but other existing and existing treasures will be a guarantee for creditors to get debt repayment debt.
inheritance shall only give the legal effect of the deed not to have the force of law, but it shall not necessarily be the basis of the Land Affairs Office to make the transfer / revocation of the transfer of ownership rights to the land certificate. except in the petitum the verdict is clearly an order for it and has had a permanent legal force.
While the efforts that can be made by the creditor to get the fulfillment of his right to debt repayment debt that is by mangajuan civil lawsuit on the case of debts receivable to the District Court. Because the creditor here legally retains the right to collect the debtor's debt.
Although the creditor has changed its status from a preferred creditor to a creditor, the creditor can still claim his / her rights to the debtor until the debts are fully repaid.
Acknowledgment
For The Creditor
The creditor must be apply the principle of caution again in accepting the credit application from the debtor, and recheck the collaterals collateralized by the debtor so that the collateral can be ascertained from the dispute, as well as to evaluate the credit quality of the debtor viewed from the business prospect, the performance of the debtor, and the ability of the debtor to pay the credit.
For The Government
For the government should be to restore law or create a new law aimed at protecting the creditors. Thus, the creditor is no longer disadvantaged by the disputes disputed by the debtor who is not responsible. Guidelines, to add new rules that protect the interests of the creditors, in the future a lawsuit from a third party against the guarantee object when it becomes a stick due to the debtor.
For the National Land Agency
The National Land Agency (BPN) as an institution authorized to maintain land data on the transition of a right to land, should issue a regulation legislation requiring the consent of the other brothers to the grant made by a parent to one of their children in order for the legal act grants and recording of rights over land rights give more legal certainty to the holder. This research suggests that there is uniformity in the implementation of
